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Abstract. In this paper, we propose a two-phase tracking algorithm for
multi-target tracking in crowded scenes. The ﬁrst phase extracts an overcomplete set of tracklets as potential fragments of true object tracks by
considering the local temporal context of dense detection-scores. The second phase employs a Bayesian formulation to ﬁnd the most probable set
of tracks in a range of frames. A major diﬀerence to previous algorithms
is that tracklet conﬁdences are not directly used during track generation
in the second phase. This decreases the inﬂuence of those eﬀects, which
are diﬃcult to model during detection (e.g. occlusions, bad illumination),
in the track generation. Instead, the algorithm starts with a detectionconﬁdence model derived from a trained detector. Then, tracking-bydetection (TBD) is applied on the conﬁdence volume over several frames
to generate tracklets which are considered as enhanced detections. As
our experiments show, detection performance of the tracklet detections
signiﬁcantly outperforms the raw detections. The second phase of the algorithm employs a new multi-frame Bayesian formulation that estimates
the number of tracks as well as their location with an MCMC process.
Experimental results indicate that our approach outperforms the stateof-the-art in crowded scenes.

1

Introduction

Tracking is a key issue in various video-based applications, such as surveillance,
video retrieval systems, robotics, etc. However, multi-target tracking, especially
in crowded scenes, is still one of the most challenging problems, due to diﬃculties
such as occlusions, association complexity and measurement noise.
In recent years, much progress in object detection has been made and many
detector-based tracking approaches e.g. [1,10,18] have been proposed. In contrast to background-model based approaches, detector-based tracking is robust
against changing backgrounds and moving cameras. It can also be used in crowded
scenes, where learning and updating the background model are often impractical.
However, object-model learning is also challenging. For some object classes
with large appearance variations, e.g. people, detectors can not distinguish objects from the background reliably, e.g. due to clutter and partial occlusions. Such
uncertainties cause erroneous detections when using a single-frame object detector only. Whilst temporal context can improve detections, the sparse and discrete
nature of single-frame detectors (that use e.g. a non-maximum suppression to
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sparsify detections) are unsuitable for this purpose, as too much information is
discarded. In contrast, their dense and continuous raw detection-scores are more
suitable for modeling the temporal context. In our work, we propose an eﬃcient
way to explore the spatial-temporal volume of dense detection-scores and extract tracklets from this volume. With an inhomogeneous Poisson process [8],
we describe the tracklets as multi-frame observations without conﬁdences originated from the corresponding tracks. Thus, based on the density of tracklets,
the number of targets as well as their states can be estimated in a multi-frame
tracking framework.
This paper presents three main contributions. Firstly, an eﬃcient method to
explore the spatial-temporal context of targets based on the continuous detectionscores is introduced in Section 3.1, Secondly, a new tracking framework based
on multi-frame observations is proposed. In this framework, we use the density of tracklets rather than their detection-conﬁdences as measurements for
multi-frame tracking, to avoid the problem of instable detection-conﬁdences due
to occlusions and cluttered background. Finally, the experiments (Section 4)
show a signiﬁcant improvement of detection performance by employing tracklet
detections. Our tracking algorithm outperforms the state-of-the-art method in
crowded scenes.

2

Related Work

Signiﬁcant progress in object detection recently has motivated research interest
in detector-based tracking. Some approaches resolve the tracking problem by
associating tracklets, i.e. short measurement sequences, using a global matching algorithm, e.g. [1,10]. These approaches are globally optimal in the sense
of maximum-a-posteriori (MAP) probability. But they are often unsuitable for
time-critical online applications. Moreover, detection-scores below the thresholdvalue are discarded, which could have been helpful information for linking tracklets. Wu and Nevatia [18] process online-tracking by associating detection responses of multiple conﬁdence levels, which are generated by varying the thresholds. This algorithm is actually a compromise between eﬃciency (hard decision)
and completeness (continuous scores).
Other algorithms make use of the intermediate output of detectors for tracking directly on the dense detection-score volume (TBD). In this case, detection
decision, e.g. from thresholding, is delayed and tracking is performed on the
raw measurements. It was ﬁrst proposed for tracking weakly detected objects
in radar applications where the SNR is low [15]. Recently, TBD has also been
used for detector-based tracking. One category is online-boosting based tracking,
e.g. [2]. They employ supervised or semi-supervised learning methods to distinguish the speciﬁc object from the background. However, drifting as a result from
self-enforced wrong updates remains an issue. Another category is based on detectors trained oﬄine [5], [14], [6]. In the work of Breitenstein et al. [5], they integrate the continuous detection-scores in a particle-ﬁlter framework. However, to
avoid the exponential growth in the number of particles needed to represent the
joint state space, they use independent particle sets for each target, which may
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Fig. 1. The pipeline of our tracking system. TBD stands for tracking-by-detection.

have problems with interacting objects and occlusions. [14] generates a global
spatial-temporal volume by combining detection-scores with ground-plane and
background information. In this conﬁdence volume, they apply a particle-ﬁlter
to ﬁnd the trajectories. Due to the lack of individual information in detection responses, such an optimization on responses over a long time is not robust against
frequent interactions or occlusions between targets.
Building on the idea of tracklets, e.g. used in [1], we explore the local spatialtemporal volume of dense detection-scores in the form of tracklets, which are
shown to improve detection signiﬁcantly. As long tracks are not considered, it is
more robust against occlusions. Based on the density of these tracklets, instead of
the instable detection-conﬁdences, a multi-frame tracking framework is proposed
to estimate the target states.

3

Multi-target Tracking Based on Dense Detection-Scores

Fig. 1 depicts our tracking framework which consists of two phases. First, overcomplete tracklets are extracted by exploiting the local spatial-temporal context
of detection-scores. Then, based on the density distribution of tracklets, we propose a Bayesian framework to estimate the target states jointly.
3.1

Generation of Tracklets

In many of the previous detector-based approaches, the high-score detections
are used as input for tracking. However, these detections are sparse and unreliable in situations such as occlusions or complex backgrounds. For example, the
detection-score often decreases when the object is partially occluded and thus
discarded by thresholding. But in the temporal context, these responses are important cues for detecting the object completely and accurately over frames. On
the other hand, some stochastically generated false alarms, which usually have
high detection-scores for only one or two frames, can also be characterized by
their large changes of the detection-scores over a short duration. In these situations, a frame-based threshold discards too much useful information. Thus,
instead of using single-frame detections, tracklets T are extracted from the response volume as observations for tracking, where each tracklet T ∈ T is a
sequence of target states {xk , xk+1 , · · · , xk+l−1 } with a ﬁxed length l.
We apply the detector on the input images I = {I1 , I2 , · · · , Ik } and obtain the
detection responses F = {F1 , F2 , · · · , Fk }, where Ft are the responses at frame
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t. Ideally, tracklets T could be determined from the response volume F jointly.
However, such a global optimization on P (F , T ) is computationally expensive,
especially when the number of targets is high. As a compromise, we determine an
overcomplete set of tracklets, where each tracklet T ∈ T is found separately in a
local response volume. Intuitively, such local volumes should be chosen around
high-score detections. More speciﬁcally, for each high-score detection d at frame
t, a temporal window [t, t + l − 1] and a spatial neighborhood, depending on
the assumed maximal velocity of a target (see (3)) and the size of the temporal
window, are speciﬁed. In this spatial-temporal volume, we deﬁne the observation
of a state x as a small spatial neighborhood around x at each frame s, denoted
as Fs|x . Let Ft,d be the set of the frame observations Fs|x in the local spatialtemporal volume, a tracklet is determined by maximizing the joint probability:
T ∗ = arg max P (Ft,d , T ) .

(1)

T

Using a hidden Markov model of ﬁrst order, i.e. assuming state xs is only dependent of the previous state xs−1 , the joint probability can be reformed as
P (Ft,d , T ) = P (Ft,d |T )P (T ) =

t+l−1




s=t

P (Fs|x |xs )


observation

t+l−1

s=t+1



P (xs |xs−1 ) P (xt ) .
  

 init. prob.

transition prob.

(2)
Initial probability models the a-priori state distribution of objects. The
scene knowledge can be modeled in this distribution. Without explicit information, we set P (xt ) as a uniform distribution.
Transition probability is modeled by a gating function, which assumes a
maximum velocity δ of targets:

1/c
if xs ∈ Δ(δ, xs−1 ) ,
(3)
P (xs |xs−1 ) =
0
otherwise,
where Δ(δ, xs−1 ) is a spatial neighborhood of xs−1 deﬁned by δ and c =
|Δ(δ, xs−1 )| is the normalization factor.
Observation Model is approximated by the maximal response fr from Fs|x
and P (fr |xs ) can be learned by ﬁtting the responses on a validation dataset.
Thus, optimal tracklets initialized by the high-score detections can be determined by using the Viterbi Algorithm. In this way, weak detections between
high-score detections can be recovered and only a relatively low joint probability P (Ft,d , T ) is assigned to ’isolated’ false alarms. By setting a threshold θ on
P (Ft,d , T ), such false positive detections can be eliminated. As the optimization
in a local volume is sensitive to initializations (starting frames and positions),
overcomplete tracklets are generated, i.e. initialized from all high-score detections. In this way, our approach is robust against missing or inaccurate detections (see Fig. 3). Besides, dense tracklets would be generated in volumes with
”continuous” high scores. Hence, the density of tracklets provides an alternative
to detection-conﬁdences as measures for the state-estimation.
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Multi-target Tracking from Tracklets

The tracklets generated as described previously are an overcomplete set of track
fragments. The remaining problem considered in this section is to estimate the
number of targets and their tracks based on the observations of overlapping
tracklets. To this end, we propose an approach similar to multiple hypothesis
tracking (MHT) [7,4], which is a multi-target tracking with deferred decision. In
our tracking model, tracklets T are considered as multi-frame observations and
an inhomogeneous Poisson model [8] is used to describe the generation process
of the set of tracklets from the tracks to be estimated. The main diﬀerence to
conventional data-association based methods like JPDA [13,11] is that no explicit
association has to be made. In this model, the density of tracklets, instead of
their detection-conﬁdences, are used as measurements, because of the discrete
nature of the Poisson process. Besides, detection-conﬁdences are instable due to
e.g. occlusions, clutters, or bad illumination.
The advantage of multi-frame observations is that they provide clues for not
only positions of targets at each frame, but also their temporal developments.
Because tracklets are overlapping, it is easier to identify related tracklets than in
the case of single-frame detections. Thus, the number of hypotheses that must
be considered is reduced. This leads to a lower computational complexity.
Problem formulation: The multi-target state is Xt = {Xt1 , · · · , Xtn }, where
n is number of targets up to frame t and each track Xti is a sequence of target
states. The observations are the tracklets Tt = {Tt1 , · · · , Ttm } from Section 3.1.
The standard Bayesian formulation is applied to update the belief about the
multi-target state:
(4)
P (Xt |Tt ) ∝ P (Tt |Xt )P (Xt ) .
In the following, the observation model and the prior model are detailed. For
notational simplicity we omit the time index t.
Observation model: The inhomogeneous Poisson point process is used to
model the likelihood function [8]. It assumes that the received observations T
are generated by (conditionally independent) superposition of observations from
n + 1 sources, of which n are the targets X and the extra one is for the background clutter. Compared to the conventional likelihood model, complexity is
signiﬁcantly reduced as no explicit association between targets and observations
is made and multiple observations originating from a target are allowed. Both
the number of the observations and their spatial distribution are considered in
this model. The joint likelihood of m observations T = {T 1 , · · · , T m } for multitarget X = (X 1 , X 2 , · · · , X n ) are [8]:
P (T |X ) =

m
m n
e−μ  
e−μ 
λ(T j |X ) =
λi (T j |X i ) ,
m! j=1
m! j=1 i=0

(5)

where μ = ni=0 μi is the number of expected observations in the image area A,
μi is the expected observations from target X i , and λi (p|X i ) describes the spatial
density of observations in A with μi = A λi (p|X)dp. λ0 models the observations
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from clutter. We assume λ0 uniformly distributed in A, i.e. λ0 (p|X 0 ) = ρ. This
model was originally deﬁned for single-frame observations. It can be easily extended for multi-frame observations:
n
m


e−M
l
Λi (T j |X i ) ,
(6)
ρ +
P (T |X ) =
(m · l)!
j=1
i=1
  



expected #observations

observation spatial density

where l is the length of tracklets and M = i Mi is the expected number of
observations originating from targets {X i }i=1···n . Let Ai,j be the intersection
frames of X i and T j . The multi-frame observation spatial density Λi (T j |X i ) is

Mi g(zs |xs ) ,
(7)
Λi (T j |X i ) = ρl−|Ai,j |
s∈Ai,j

where g(zs |xs ) assumes a Gaussian distribution of observations zs around the
corresponding target xs at each frame s. Substituting (7) into (6), we have
⎛
⎞
n
m



⎝1 +
P (T |X ) = c1 e−M
c2 g(zs |xs )⎠ ,
(8)
j=1

i=1 s∈Ai,j

where c1 is a constant independent of the tracks X and c2 = μρi models the signalto-noise-ratio. In the implementation, the expected number of observations for
each target is determined by Mi = |X i | · l · Pd , where Pd is the detection rate.
However, for two very close targets, i.e. not only at one frame but several
frames in our case, there is a problem of merged observations (see Fig. 2(a)).
This leads to an ambiguity in the state estimation regarding the number of
targets and the distribution for each target. In Fig. 2(b), two tracks and several tracklets (multi-frame observations) are visualized. The spatial intensities
of tracklets i Λi is indicated by the line width. While the overlap with a track
increases the spatial intensity (e.g. T 1 and T 2 , either a spatial deviation (T 3 ) or
a temporal inconsistency (T 4 ) reduces the spatial intensity. It shows that tracklets provide strong clues in spatial as well as in temporal dimension for state
estimation.
Prior probability: By assuming an independent and constant-velocity motion
of targets, we penalize sudden changes in velocity:



P (X) =
P (X ∞ ) ,
(9)
P (X ) =
X∈X


X∈X

where X the second-order motion-vector , i.e. accelerations at each frame, and
 • ∞ is the maximum norm. A Gaussian function G(0, σm ) is used to model the

prior probability P (X ∞ ). The parameter σm is learned from some training
sequences. Accelerations are normalized according to the target size, so that they

are invariant to the 3D projection. Intuitively, X ∞ increases as tracks get
longer. Therefore, diﬀerent σm are learned for diﬀerent track lengths.
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(a) Observation spatial intensity curves
for two close (blue), moderately separated (red) and distant (black) targets
(single frame). Observations are unresolved if targets are too close.



(b) Examples of tracks and tracklets. The spatial and temporal consistency of tracklets to tracks is important for the observation spatial
intensities i Λi (visualized by the
line width of tracklets).

Fig. 2. Examples of observation spatial intensity for (a) single- and (b) multi-frame
observations. We assume a Gaussian distribution of observations around the corresponding target.

State estimation: After specifying observation likelihood (8) and prior probability (9), multi-target states X can be estimated by maximizing the posterior
distribution in (4). Let O be all frame-states of tracklet T . A possible solution of
X is a set of tracks {X 1 , · · · , X n }, where each track X i consists of a sequence of
states from O and n is an unknown variable. Additionally, a maximum velocity
of any target is assumed to reduce the solution space. For the reason of eﬃciency,
the Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) approach is employed to sample instead
of enumerating all possible solutions. Similar to the multi-scan MCMCDA algorithm in [11], a variation of transition types are deﬁned to initialize, terminate,
split, merge, extend, reduce and switch tracks by sampling with the MCMC algorithm. As multi-frame observations are used, the convergence rate is fast. For
example, about 2000 iterations are suﬃcient to track more than 20 targets in
our experiments. Furthermore, a temporal window [t − L + 1, · · · , t] of size L can
be set, so that only the last L frames are revisited for the estimation.

4

Experiments

In this work, a cascade Adaboost classiﬁer [17] trained on head-and-shoulderpatches is used, as the head-and-shoulder part of most people is visible in
crowded scenes. For the evaluation, we use video sequences of crowded scenes
from PETS2007 [16], MCTTR [9] and PETS2009 [12].
Detection Performance: First, we want to show the improvement of detection
performance by using the proposed tracklets (the ﬁrst phase of our algorithm,
Section 3.1). In this experiment, we vary the length of tracklets. To compare
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Fig. 3. Raw detections (ﬁrst row) vs. tracklet detections (second row). The detectionscores of the objects (numbers above bounding boxes) are not stable, which leads to
missing detections. These missing detections are recovered by our tracklet approach.
Furthermore, false alarms are also reduced.

(a) Sequence PETS2007 S5 V2

(b) Sequence MCTTR1203a

Fig. 4. Comparison of detection-performance of tracklets and the original detector
(black lines). Tracklets achieve much better results than the original detector. The
improvement increases with the length of tracklets.

with the original detector, precision-recall curves are computed by adjusting the
threshold value for the joint probability P (Ft,d , T ). In Fig. 4, recall rates are
signiﬁcantly improved by tracklets which exploit the temporal context of strong
detections. Further, many false positives of the original detector, even with high
detection-scores (left-side of the curve), are eliminated. It proves the eﬀectiveness
of tracklets by removing the sporadic false alarms with high detection-scores. The
performance increases also with the length of tracklets. However, the improvements saturate at length 10.
Tracking Performance: The proposed tracking algorithm is based on tracklets detections. Fig. 5 shows some tracking results from our complete two-phase
approach proposed in Section 3. By modeling false alarms explicitly in the likelihood model and introducing the motion model, our approach is robust against
some outliers in the generated tracklets (Fig 5(a)). However, some false alarms
still remain (Fig. 5(c)). Most of them do not change appearance much over time,
hence relatively constant detection-responses are obtained. In this situation, the
proposed approach can not distinguish them from the correct target, as the detector is the only source of information for tracking. Combination of diﬀerent
detectors could probably alleviate this problem.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 5. (a) Tracking output (yellow lines) from tracklets (red lines). The track estimates
are robust against the outliers in tracklets. (b) Tracking output (yellow lines) are
compared to the ground truth (blue lines). Targets far from the camera (too small) are
not tracked well. (c) Examples of false alarms by tracking. Most of them have relatively
constant detection-responses, i.e. with stable appearance over time.
Table 1. Quantitative evaluation. Compared to the results in [6] on PETS2009, our
algorithm has much better precision (MOTP) and similar accuracy (MOTA).
HD
RailwB

PETS2007 MCTTR PETS2009
1203a
S5-V2
S2-L2

PETS2009
S2-L3

MOTP 83.8%

82.7%

81%

78.8%

MOTA 83.9%

72.4%

72.6%

60.7%

79.1%
(51.3% [6])
55.1%
(50.0% [6])

80.1%
(52.1% [6])
61.0%
(67.5% [6])

HD
RailwA
Seq.

The CLEAR MOP metrics [3] are used to evaluate the tracking performance
quantitatively. The precision score MOTP (intersection over union of bounding
boxes) and the accuracy score MOTA (composed of false negative rate, false
positive rate and number of ID switches) are computed. The results are shown
in Table 1. We also compare our method with the results reported in [6] for
PETS2009. Our algorithm achieves a much higher precision score (MOTP). It
beneﬁts from our head-shoulder model (suﬀering less occlusion problems in such
crowded scenes) and the exploitation of the dense spatial-temporal volume. The
accuracy (MOTA) of our algorithm is similar to that of [6]. Our tracking system
is implemented in C++. The runtime depends on the number of targets and
tracklets. For the sequence MCTTR1203a with about 20 targets, the processing
time of tracking is about 0.8 second/frame. Further optimization is possible.
Summary: The proposed tracklet approach improves the detection performance
signiﬁcantly. Based on that, our algorithm provides robust tracking in challenging crowded sequences and outperforms a state-of-the-art method.
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Conclusions

In this paper, we propose a novel tracking framework based on the dense output
of the detector. From local spatial-temporal volumes of dense detection-scores,
tracklets are extracted to improve the detection performance. Instead of using
detection-conﬁdences directly, which are usually instable due to occlusion and
clutter, overcomplete tracklets are generated and their density is considered as
measurements for tracking. By modeling the tracklets and their density with
an inhomogeneous Poisson process, target states are estimated eﬃciently in a
Bayesian tracking framework. Compared to the state-of-the-art method, our algorithm achieves better tracking results in crowded scenes.
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